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Peter Blegvad
“When one looks into the darkness there is always something there.”
—W. B. Yeats, The Secret Rose

When one looks into one’s own interior there is always
mental imagery. Imagine, Observe, Remember looks at the
looking we do with the mind’s eye, offering practical
exercises for the development of this mysterious faculty.
The book is also a memoir, a portrait of the artist as he
develops his craft from what is possibly his first drawing to
his current status of seasoned practitioner. It is furthermore
a series of meditations, observations, quotes, images and
instructions that will constitute a valuable resource for
artists, writers, teachers and any reader who agrees that
the uncharted wilderness within is worthy of exploration.
Over 250 illustrations in both colour and black and white, printed on
four different paper stocks.

A Visual Cycle. Reverend George Henslow’s mental imagery in
flux. Detail of colour plate from Inquiries into Human Faculty
and Its Development by Francis Galton, 1907

“First I sat on the bed and gazed at the little table with the walnut
stain, then I looked around at the number of other things in my
room… Suddenly I felt a clear space inside my mind, where a
sort of airplane was floating. I’ll assume my eyes were looking
outward as well as inward and that, being round, when they
moved looking inward they also moved looking outward, which
explains why I was—if only vaguely—aware of the objects in the
room. But I was focusing my attention on the airplane floating in
the clear space inside me.
Then it happened that the part of my eyes absently looking
outward came—as the most commonplace lover’s eyes might have
come—on a picture of her which stood on the little table with the
walnut stain, and at that point I shifted my attention from the
airplane inside me to the picture outside. When I tried to return
to the airplane it had vanished into the clear space. I told myself,
‘It’ll be back in a while—the delay is because it’s being loaded’. But
when it reappeared it didn’t just seem loaded—it wasn’t the same
airplane. And it seemed to be headed straight toward me, toward
my stupid self of that moment, and all I could think of doing was
to pull out a cloth from some other part of my mind and try to
wave it past… But instead I must have flagged it down because it
came and smashed right into me, blowing up my head and all the
hidden places of my stupid self.”

“First, Henslow sees a crossbow. Then the crossbow is provided
with an arrow. Then a vaguely outlined person appeared to shoot
the arrow from the bow. Then the single arrow was accompanied
by a flight of arrows which turned into falling stars and these in
turn landed as snow. The visionary was looking at a rectory, the
tulips in its garden, then one tulip which lost its petals, becoming
only a pistil which turned into three branching horns which
became a knob which extended itself into a walking stick and so
on in an endless play of transformation.”
—Robert Irwin,18 describing hypnagogic visions experienced
by the Reverend George Henslow and reported in Galton’s
aforementioned study.
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“This is such a special sort of document. It is so rare that one person
can write and think and draw brilliantly—and is precisely why idea,
image and text here are so integrated. Forget the trudging obedience of
art historical texts to their subject matter-cum-illustrations. This is like
theory fiction crossed with a graphic novel; and other than Paul Klee’s
notebooks, I can’t think of anything else quite like it.”—Sally O’Reilly
“Peter Blegvad is like Ghandi spinning his wheel and turning raw fibre
to wearable garments. Only Peter’s wheel is his brain and Imagine,
Observe, Remember is the output. From a strand of inspiration to full
blown ideas.”—Steven Heller

Torso (female) Imagined/Remembered, 1978

Torso (female) Observed, 1978

Hypnagogic balls in flux, 2009–2020

18. Robert Irwin, Theatre of the Night: Hypnagogia, Dreams and Fiction, unpublished lecture, 2017.
19. Felisberto Hernández, Piano Stories, translated by Luis Harss, New Directions, 2014.
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XV.
Poet Rodger Kamenetz might be speaking my thoughts when he
says that his insights into his own mind are “…about as scientific as
Lucretius. It is the only science I care to do. I want a certain kind of
truth; I want to see things as they are for me. When Montaigne tells us
he had his sleep disturbed by servants, ‘so that I might catch a glimpse
of it’, I laugh, but I applaud the impulse.” 37

She: The two legs of a stuffed animal… that aren’t as textured… as a
cactus… but have… that sort of skin-like quality… the tightness of
skin over something.

Grasshopper Imagined, 1987

…what great feats of imagination even the most unimaginative
person achieves in recognising them, not only as solid bodies with
physical things inside…

As an illustrator, I was naturally interested in looking at looking, but
I wanted to look at imagining, too. Observation involves memory, but,
in the words of Joanna Field, author of On Not Being Able to Paint,29
“Even the perception of a chair or a carrot [is] an imaginary act, one
[has] to create imaginatively, out of one’s past experience of walking
round things or holding them in one’s hand, the unseen other side of
the chair or the carrot. And how much more [does] one have to create
the insides of things. And when the solid object [is] a living person…

29. Joanna Field was the nom de plume of Marion Milner (1900–1998), British psychoanalyst,
author and psychonaut. On Not Being Able to Paint (1950) concerns the psychic benefits of
imaginative creativity and the forces that discourage it. Anna Freud, in her Foreword to the
second edition (J. P. Tarcher, 1983) says that Milner: “…chooses as the object of her scrutiny
not the professional and recognised artist but herself as a ‘Sunday painter’; not the finished
masterpiece but her own fumbling and amateurish beginner’s efforts to draw and paint”.
Another of her books was A Life of One’s Own (1934), an attempt to discover what happiness
is. Wiki: “Milner’s basic technique is a kind of introspection, observing fleeting thoughts
(‘butterfly thoughts’, as she calls them) combined with an openness to sensory experience she
calls ‘wide awareness’.” Her books explored the merging of object and subject (transcendence)
in art and reverie. Their influence on my own much less focused project was profound.

So that we might catch a glimpse of the process and products of hypnagogic vision, I recorded Dana Johnson38 describing what she saw as
she lay with eyes closed in a dark room. By questioning her, I tried to
see what she saw. Here’s how one such session progressed, with illustrations showing the stages in which the image came into focus for
her and was communicated to me:

November 2020

“And if Albertina has become for me, now, such a woman as only
memory and imagination could devise, well, such is always at
least partially the case with the beloved. I see her as a series of
marvellous shapes formed at random in the kaleidoscope of desire.”
—Angela Carter, The Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman, 1972

…but also as having their past and their future inside, memories
and hopes and ideas.”

Time-based media are better suited to depicting this flux than a
single drawing is. Writing has a particular advantage in that it makes
the reader complicit in the act of imagining. For example, at the end
of ‘The Two Stories’, the Uruguayan author Felisberto Hernández19
invites us to imagine this:

Incredibly, I forgot what is perhaps the grasshopper’s most distinctive
feature, its powerful back legs, jointed at an apex higher than the rest
of its body. This is a flaw which the grasshopper Imagined (below)
rectifies.

XII.

Imagining is often desire’s ‘revenge’ on an object—revenge for the
resistance it embodies.30 The only way we can possess the object is
to imagine it differently, for instance with its properties reversed, a
negative of the positive image we observe. The great phenomenologist
of the imagination, Gaston Bachelard, believed that contradictions are
the essential principle of aesthetic life. “Every value evokes its opposite and is in constant struggle with it.”31
In the drawing above the opaque is made transparent as in the old
ballad “I wish your breast was made of glass, all in it I might behold”.32

30. Cf. Gegenstand, German for object, also means resistance.
31. Colette Gaudin, Introduction to On Poetic Imagination and Reverie, by Gaston Bachelard,
Bobbs-Merrill, 1971.
32. “Some persons have the habit of viewing [mental] objects as though they were partly
transparent; thus, …they can… perceive all the rooms of an imaginary house by a single mental
glance, the walls and floors being as if made of glass.”—Galton, op. cit.
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‘remote viewers’ were employed—individuals who imagined themselves inside enemy installations and reported what they saw to
military intelligence.
I’ll touch on synaesthesia—between Vision and Hearing, Smell, Taste,
and Touch (Tactilism). And on synaesthetes who visualise vowels and
numbers in various ways.
Colour will be examined in different lights, especially the indeterminate colour of dreams and mental images.
Sémir Zeki’s ‘Inner Vision’ (1999) will get a look in. His “general and
unifying theory that links the functions of the visual brain with the
aims of art”. His contention that “artists are in some sense neurologists,” unknowingly “studying the brain with techniques that are
unique to them”.48
I’ll ask how we know—or think we know—what we think. Do we
discover or create—observe or imagine—mental images? What moral
obligation—if any—does imagination have to truth? And so on to a
dazzling close…

The insect appeared to my imagination reduced to a streamlined sign,
a hieroglyph. Wittgenstein: “It is as if in imagination we put a thing
into its shape and saw that it fitted”.36 This (above) is the basic shape
I had in imagination for ‘grasshopper’.
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XX.
FB: This sounds uncompletable in principle, like something one of
Borges’s protagonists would have come up with.49
PB: Yes, it’s an impossible project. The only kind I’d be able/willing to
pursue. I began in 1975 or so, very much with the sense of it being a
lifelong labour. Its form would be a sprawl, a constellation, fragments,
a sparagmos—anti-forms in vogue at the time. Borges confirmed my
distaste for “the madness of composing vast books”, and I eagerly
agreed that “the better way to go about it is to pretend that those
books already exist, and offer a summary, a commentary on them”.
But I needed some monumental encyclopaedic mission to distract
and protect me from the void—my ‘self’—and maybe to precipitate a
‘second birth’, because the first hadn’t quite done the trick. […] I need
a couple of years of isolation in which to assemble and make sense
of all this material. One of those country-club prisons white-collar
criminals get sent to, or a nice clean clinic on Magic Mountain.
“Now it is in the nature of the dream of a total encyclopaedia
that it must remain a dream… Unfinishability is here no shortcoming, but rather an added value; it does not diminish, but
rather intensifies the mystery.”
—Peter Matussek, ‘The Renaissance of the Theatre of Memory’,
in Janus 8, 2001

They’re sticking out of… they look as if they’re sticking out of the
floorboards of a… of a room. But… they’re not. But I don’t know
where the rest of it is.
Me: So they’re pointing up, into the air?
She: Um hmm.

Antoni Gaudí, plaster grasshopper, study for
La Sagrada Familia, Barcelona, c.1900

Woman sleeping Imagined,1 Observed,2 Remembered,3 2018

36. Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, Macmillan, 1953.

37. The Stiffest of the Corpse, An Exquisite Corpse Reader, ed. Andrei Codrescu, City Lights, 1989.
38. Artist and translator, we were married at the time (circa 1977).
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48. Sémir Zeki, Inner Vision: An Exploration of Art and the Brain, Oxford, 1999.

49. Excerpt from an interview with the author by Franklin Bruno in The Believer, Nov/Dec 2009.
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PETER BLEGVAD is a musician, songwriter, graphic artist, writer, teacher and
broadcaster. Born in New York, he lives in London with his wife, the painter Chloë
Fremantle. He has been writing and recording music since the mid 1970s with Slapp
Happy, Faust, Henry Cow, the Golden Palominos, John Zorn, Andy Partridge and
others. His latest album, Go Figure (2017), and The Peter Blegvad Bandbox (2018) were
both released on the ReR MegaCorp label. As a broadcaster, he created many dozens
of ‘eartoons’ (audio cartoons) for BBC Radio 3, winning a Sony award in 2003. He won
another in 2012 for Use It Or Lose It a radio play about dementia made with composer
Iain Chambers. His comic strip, The Book of Leviathan, is published in the UK by Sort
Of Books and is also available in Mandarin, Cantonese and French.
His life-long epistemological project, ‘Imagine, Observe, Remember’, was begun in
1975. Related works have been exhibited in Kunstverein Hannover and Kunsthalle
Düsseldorf (2004); in the Kunsthalle Luzern (2007); in Extra City, Antwerp (2010);
West Den Haag; Eigen & Art Lab, Berlin (2017); and elsewhere.
He taught creative writing at Warwick University, was Senior Tutor in Visual Writing
at the RCA, and has taught at other institutions in the UK and abroad. In 2000 he was
awarded the Ordre de la Grande Gidouille by the Collège de ’Pataphysique, Paris, and
in 2011 was elected president of the London Institute of ’Pataphysics.

the head is lit from within, a sure sign that I am imagining more than
remembering the Lion Observed.

I like to imagine that the forgetting involved in the production of the
lion in Fig. 8 might be distantly related to this mysterious ‘annihilation’, albeit on a much more modest level. My lion is small beer, but the
results of this experiment have been surprising enough to demonstrate,
to my own satisfaction at least, the creative potential of what might
otherwise seem an exclusively destructive process: memory loss.
The lion’s head or face is involved in a constellation of its own.

…and when the correlative I
found for it in the world (on the
internet) was this (far right)…

Fig. 9 (detail of Fig. 8)

Its form is influenced by, among other things, an Amerindian glyph
from a book of symbols (Fig. 10)…

Amnesia is selective. Discovery of the often unconscious criteria by
which we select certain memories to suppress while sparing others,
is usually the province of psychoanalysis. But the practice of art also
brings these occult processes to light.
The Portuguese poet, Fernando Pessoa, recorded interior states with
acute, almost pathological sensitivity. An “impresario of selves”,3 he
often wrote under the name and in the character of one of his literary
‘heteronyms’. As Bernardo Soares in The Book of Disquiet he declared:
“My vision of things always suppresses in them that which my dreams
cannot use… Sometimes the best way to see an object is to annihilate
it, but it still subsists, how I have no idea, made out of the very matter
of its negation and abolition…”

Fig. 10

…by images of skulls and radiant suns like these…

…the Dymaxion car designed
by Buckminster Fuller—I didn’t
make the connection.
Connection. Coincidence. Association. The making of patterns
of correspondence becomes an
irresistible part of the project
as images accumulate. Is there
significance, some kind of narrative, in the sequence? In the
images themselves? Are they
symbols of some kind? Gnomic
clues to destiny?
Certainly the potential is there
for all these possibilities, given
the human propensity for
pareidolia and apophenia.

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

3. George Steiner, ‘Foursome, the Art of Fernando Pessoa’, The New Yorker, 8 January 1996.
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“I am enthusiastic over humanity’s extraordinary and sometimes
very timely ingenuity. If you are in a shipwreck and all the boats
are gone, a piano top buoyant enough to keep you afloat that
comes along makes a fortuitous life preserver. But this is not to
say that the best way to design a life preserver is in the form of a
piano top. I think that we are clinging to a great many piano tops
in accepting yesterday’s fortuitous contrivings as constituting the
only means for solving a given problem.”—R. Buckminster Fuller,
Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth, 1969

I’d never read that, so later on
in the series, when the shape I
imagined in the darkness was
something like this (right)…

Fig. 8

Every act of imagination involves a degree of amnesia. As senility
encroaches and memory fails, I console myself with Blake: “Imagination has nothing to do with Memory”. Nietzsche: “In order to create, it
is necessary to forget.” And Paul Valéry: “To see is to forget the name
of the thing one sees”.
Fifteen months since drawing the double lion in Fig. 7, enough has
been forgotten for imagination to have seized the reins from memory.
In Fig. 8 the bars are gone, though the lion is by no means ‘free’. The
image is still the product of constraining influences from a variety of
sources. What’s different is that they’ve been combined to produce a
drawing which makes the viewer look twice.

Though I didn’t know it, Buckminster Fuller had said something
about piano tops.
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Vehicle Observed

Vehicle Imagined and Vehicle
Remembered
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